THE SPANISH WAR
The sixteen huge tanks lurched forward slowly, each
followed by its small packet of Red infantry,   A second
and a third line of infantry, deployed in line and strongly
armed with machine-guns and automatic rifles, followed.
The Reds reached the lowest point of the grassy de-
pression—planted in  irregular lines  with  gnarled and
twisted olive trees,, the youngest certainly a hundred
years old, while the veterans may have been there when a
French Philippe came to rule over Spain—without much
difficulty, and then started to chmb to where they knew
the Nationalist lines of resistance must be on the heights
The whole thing so far had been so uncannily quiet, so
absurdly easy that the Reds must have been getting more
and more uncomfortable.   They had only lost one tank
so far, one hit by what must have been a chance shell
while skirting a Red trench in Pozuelo.   While the tanks
were climbing, however, the Red infantry units were
moving forward much more slowly.   There was welcome
shelter behind the great twisted roots of the ohve trees,
and imperceptibly the bullets from machine-guns they
could not see were playing around them, kicking up the
dust at one moment and clipping leaves from the olive
trees overhead at another.   The fire became more and
more intense, and the Red attacking line dwindled as men
dropped in the shallow ditches dug round so many of the
trees and began to open fire on the hostile crest, dully
outlined against the grey southern sky in front of them.
I had a complete story of the attack from a Nationalist
artillery observation officer who was in the trenches with
a periscope in front of him and a telephone attachment
jammed to his ear.   "I could see in the dim light about
a thousand yards away the ugly forms of the tanks moving
between the trees," he told me.   "They were coming
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